Colony Kids

Kids had a lot of jobs in the country. They had to milk the cow. Girls had to mix the milk to butter. Boys fed the animals. They did not have time to play.

Name__________________________

Read the story 3 times. Answer the questions. Use the colors to underline your evidence.

Girls had to mix the milk to ____________.

Boys fed the ____________________.

They did not have a lot of time to ________.
Cloth Makers

Cotton and flax can be made into cloth. Wool from a sheep can be made into cloth. It was a lot of work for cloth to be made.

Cotton and ________ can be made into cloth.

_______ from a sheep can be made into cloth.

It was a lot of ______ for cloth to be made.

Name____________________

Read the story 3 times. Answer the questions. Use the colors to underline your evidence.